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Starlight Stadium

222-3808

■

NE>AA LOW PRICES' m
STUDENT PRICE ttfflWMlJK
$4.5o" m
1
Riding in Cars with Boys*
(PG-13)

(4:20)7:10-9:45

'
I

Hearts (PG-13)
In Atlantis*
2:45-(5:00)-7:10-9:15

Hardball

Serendipity*

From Hell*

Don't Say a Word*

Corky Romano*

Training Day*

(PG-13)
2:35-(4:45)-7:05-9:25

(PG-13)
3:25-(5:25)-7:25-9:25

(R)
(4:30)-7:15-9:40

(R)
3:05-(5:20)-7:35-9:50

(PG-13)
3:30-(5:30)-7:30-9:30

The Others

(PG)
3:00-(5:00)-7:00-9:00

(PG-13)
3:05-(5:15)-7:25-9:35

Bandits*

Rush Hour 2

Zoolander*

The Princess Diary

(PG-13)
(4:25)-7:05-9:45
(PG-13)
3:10-(5:10)-7:15-9:15

m
m

(R)
(4:20)7:00-9:30

Max Keebles Big Move*

(PG-13)
3:20-(5:20)-7:20-9:20
(G)
2:45-(5:00)-7:20

Srtowtimes For Todav Only! ATM In Lobby visa & MC Accepted
•No Passes
Matinee Pricing
(Super Saver Shows)
www.easternfederal.com
B3TJT3S5M

Schlumberger:
"Besause my 0 no Units
on Km high / san climb
or how far I ean explore.
Schlumberger Ltd. is a $ i 2 billion
technology services company active in
more than 100 countries. So when we
promise you the world, we mean St.
And careers at Schlumberger are
"borderless," which means you
have lifelong opportunities to move JBH
across disciplines and divisions.
So you can follow your heart and
intellect And explore the boundaries
of science and technology as you expand
your own horizons.
If you have a passion to excel and want
a future without limits, you'll discover we
speak your language.Take a minute to visit
our website at www.slb.eorn/careers.

Clemson Interviews!
Information Meeting:
Qctahet 24, 2001 » 4:30pm - C,;Mpm
liemirix Student Oetiter, Muiti-Use Room
Interviewing:
Ocfoferr 33, 2001

BS or MS Degrees:

AH Engineering iind IT. tlisntplinm, Gevuiemv,
Otemktry, Fltftia, MM fft

Schlumberger
In Any t«»fvoft, h't Tbm Opportunity of e Uftetm*

23.2001

Students sold on marketing

■ Clemson Blvd. At 1-85 ■
_ Near Cracker Barrel & Outback

"

OCTOBER

m

► Marketingproves to be a
strung competitor among
the many majors on campus.
LINDSAY HYMA

staff writer

Founded in 1889 by Thomas
Green Clemson, the University
was started as an institution
focused on agriculture, engineering, and military science.
Steeped in a tradition of technical heritage, the University's
engineering and scientific programs are often at the forefront;
however, this year a business
major is taking top honors in
the students' eyes.
Marketing majors have a
right to be proud after being
named best major this year by
students. Although marketing
is one of the University's most
popular majors, some may ask
themselves why so many students enjoy taking part in this
diverse and rewarding program.
Marketing is an area of business
study that deals with how firms
and their markets relate to one
another.

Students are also given the
option to take general curriculum a step farther and concentrate in areas such as service,
sports or technical marketing.
With a wide array of possible
careers, marketing offers students a great opportunity to
explore several different interests and find a profession best
suited to their strengths and
preferences. While marketing is
a program common to many
universities, the students and
faculty like to think that the
program here is a step above the
others.
Janna Bankston, a junior
marketing major, cites the faculty as one of the major contributing factors to the program's success. "The faculty
here are not just education people, they've been out there and
have had marketing experience
in the real world."
The professors and faculty in
the Marketing department
know how to teach students
conceptually and discuss life
long applications that can give
students a great advantage

after they graduate. Dr. Les
Carlson, a marketing professor,
agrees. "The teaching ability
here is quite high and we have a
very good reputation for students finding jobs and for
bringing real world aspects to
the classroom."
Not only have students been
educated from a textbook after
fraduating, but they have also
een given the skills and abilities to apply that knowledge in
an actual business setting. The
program also tries to encourage
students to take their learning
farther before they reach graduation. While the faculty tries to
equip students with all the necessary skills, they are aware
that some ideas simply cannot
be taught in a classroom.
Lisa Harbol, another marketing major, expressed her appreciation for the opportunities
and assistance provided for
gaining work experience. She
feels the department is successful because of the "unique realworld opportunities that are
SEE

MAJOR, PAGE 18

CHICAGO COMEDY

COMPANY
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2nd
Tlllinan Auditorium - 8pm

YOU CONTROL
THE COMEDY
A one of a kind lightning-fast comedy
show based on YOUR suggestions,
YOUR friends and YOU. If you've ever
laughed at "Whose Line is it, Anyway?"
then you'll LOVE the Chicago Comedy
Company. This hilarious improv show
gets the audience in on the act,
literally. Watch the comedians create
an improvised parody of your
day...become an object for a hilarious
improvised scene. You can even get
revenge on your roommate - send 'em
up on stage.
$4 for students $7 for others

mnui.t.t^lH.pnH, art*. 111| ||

f*%
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Knickerbocker's sells a piece of the Clernson tradition

► The latest in Clernson
apparel can befoundjust a
Jew steps downtown.
COURTENAY RYALS

interim senior staff writer
•

Opening the door of Mr.
Knickerbocker's for the first time
can easily be compared to entering another dimension. Once
''that door closes and the outside
world is left behind, the customer looks around and realizes
there is only one predominant
"color in the entire store: orange.
Stuffed tigers line the shelves
and stare shoppers in the eye as
.they browse the racks, looking
for that perfect Clernson sweatshirt. The walls are covered with
banners and posters, all proclaiming their support of the
Tigers. Every inch of the store is
adorned with tiger paws,
reminding all who enter of
• exactly where they are shopping
and ensuring that they do not
forget who reigns supreme.
Mr. Knickerbocker's, with two

locations to serve the Clernson
community, is an essential part
of both the downtown area and
Tiger Boulevard, serving as the
main place where students travel
to buy anything and everything
to support the tigers. From hats
and clothing to banners and
magnets, Mr. Knickerbocker's is
always sure to have the perfect
item for all fans who have orange
in their blood. It is no wonder
that Mr. Knickerbocker's was
voted the store having the best
Clernson merchandise it the
area.
Freshman Janna LaPointe
understands the allure that
University students feel to show
their spirit, and shops at Mr.
Knickerbocker's, not only for
herself, but also for her family
and
friends.
"Mr.
Knickerbocker's is a very convenient place to find any kind of
Clernson merchandise. There is a
huge variety that includes a gift
for everyone. Students do not
have to wonder where to go to
buy gifts to take home. They just

go to Mr. Knickerbocker's."
The two stores become
increasingly crowded every
Saturday, before and after football games, as Tiger fans from all
over the state make their way to
Death Valley. Fans know that
when they enter the stadium,
orange is the only color to wear,
and shopping for the perfect
thing to wear prior to the game is
part of the incredible Clernson
experience.
Although Mr. Knickerbocker's
is so popular is because of their
large amount of merchandise,
people also gravitate to the store
because of their reasonable
prices. Customers can find gifts
and clothing in every price
range, but all prices are comparably lower than those in other
stores across town. The reasonable prices, coupled with the
friendly and helpful staff, makes
Mr. Knickerbocker's a favorite
across campus. Friendly salespeople make the experience of
shopping at Mr. Knickerbockers
one that customers cannot expe-

) KALIVassiscant photo editor

TIGER SPIRIT: Knickerbocker's is a much a Clemsn tradition as "Tiger
Rag." Fansfind it hard to match the variety that Knickerbocker's offers.
rience in any other store in town.
As long as there are students,
alumni, and fans that avidly support
the
University,
Mr.

Knickerbocker's will continue to
be the best place for purchasing
items to proudly display that
support.

Student Financial Education Service
Presents,,,
Top Ten Ways to Achieve Financial Success
10 Establish credit and manage it well
Show others you are financially responsible
8. Show you are credit worthy
7. Know what is on your credit report
&, Avoid risk-based pricing
5. Be aware of wanting signs
Set financial goals for yourself
3. Save your money
2. Use time to your advantage
I. Invest your money
'We at the Student Financial Education Service help to steer students in the right direction
towards financial success. We are a free and confidential student-run service here to
provide Clernson students with answers to questions about personal finance. Whether it
be credit cards, student loans or just basic money management, we are here to help!"

*'.:»

I

Student Financial Education Service
(864) 656-SFES (7337)
sfes l(®clemson.edu
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CAMPUS
EVENTS

UNION PROGRAMS
& ACTIVITIES
COUNCIL
"«T*

Phone: 656-UPAC

http://www.union.clemson.edu/upac/

Tuesday, October 23rd
ChessTournament

TouSent
Jn Edgar,s Pub . 7pm

in Cappucino's 5:30pm

Wednesday, October 24th
OPenMic
/£0&
in Edgar's Pub-8pm • WF*^
\ .
*

C '

9«*Bowl
Scrimmage
in Student Senate
Chambers - 6pm

Thursday, October 25th
8-Ball Billiards Tournament
in Union Underground - 7pm

Friday, October 26th
-free movie-

Boogie Nights

Tuesday, October 30th
ChessTournament
R,>*»#iiM«
in Cappucino's 5:30pm
BOWling
. *
Tournament
TIBC/T
.nJ^o^-Jd^
Intervention
procedures)
Short Course

Wednesday, October 31st
Open Mic
Quiz Bowl
in Edgar's Pub - 8pm
Scrimmage

Yoda for Beginners

Thursday, November 1st
Billiards
Poetry Night
Tournament
in Cappucino's 9pm

in Union Underground - 7pm

Friday, November 2nd
■Qi

Cox Plaza 5pm-11 pm
(rain location Palmetto
Ballroom)
Award-Winning Slam Poet

Gayle Dan ley

in Edgar's Pub 9pm
(Free for students $5 for others)

Chicago Comedy
Company
in Tillman Auditorium 8pm
($4 for students $7 for others)

^
(j^

Shrek

Sunday, November 4th
Gaming Session Renewal Workshop r«»*,«n
CAeiit
Mi
D
Qil
S ,Val
4pm-12am
Hendrix Center

Sat,Oct27-8pm
McKissickTheatre
4pm-12am
Hendrix Center
*

Sunday & Monday, October 28-29th
Sunday-Oct 28
Membership Meeting
Ballroom Basics
on Military Heritage Plaza
outside Tillman - 6:30pm
Free Hotdogs

shortcourse
™
*\ *
Hendrix Center Mtg »n Tillman Auditorium
Rm A10:30am-4:30pm 5:30pm (cost $ 10)

Monday, November 5-7th
College Bowl
Body Rolling
short course
Tournament

Gaming Session

"Stories to Enhance Learning"
short course begins

in Edgar's Pub

Snap Robinson

J

-free movie-

Monday - Oct 29

fjZtf

playing live at 10pm

Saturday, October 27th

short course begins

in Student Senate
Chambers - 6pm

Hendrix Center
Mtg RmB-6:30pm

Fri,0ct26-8pm
McKissickTheatre

FREE
LASER TAG

>" Uni°" Underground - 7pm

$5 per Team Sign up at the
Union Info Desk by Nov. 2nd

Hendrix Center Mtg.
Rm A 6:30pm

Tuesday, November 6-8th
CONTROVERSY DEBATES

POT - GOD - SEX
in Tillman Auditorium 7pm each night
$3 for Students, $5 for others

■m
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Cappuccino's brews up more than just hot coffee
► Coffee and sandwiches
make a winningcombinationfor on-campus diners.
E.V.

-•

<■»

*

*

0

*

WALL

sattf writer
Tucked away on the second
floor of the Hendrix Student
Center is a little place called
Cappuccino's. If you have never
been here, you are definitely
missing out on something! With
everything from coffee to fresh
deli sandwiches, Cappuccino's
has something for everyone at
prices that are easy to afford.
Whether you want to study,
work, or just hang out,
Cappuccino's offers a relaxed
environment that can accommodate your needs.
While Cappuccino's is considered to be a coffeehouse, at first
glance, it does not look like what
one expects in a cafe. Instead, it
is an airy and open space that
overlooks the everyday bustle of
East Campus. A comfortable mix
of modern decor, warm colors,
and a friendly staff create a welcoming atmosphere that keeps
Cappuccino's clientele coming
back time and time again.
Professor of Entomology Al

Wheeler comes to Cappuccino's
almost every afternoon. For him,
it is a place that "gives renewed
energy" and where he can get
"good bagels" while working.
Many
people
come
to
Cappuccino's for a change of
environment that is convenient
to their offices, classes and
dorms.
In fact, this convenience is one
of the reasons many people,
including Cheryl Herrmann,
enjoy working in this "relaxed
environment."
However, the
relaxed
environment
of
Cappuccino's does not mean that
it is not a good place to study.
Actually, quite a few people come
to Cappuccino's not for the food
and coffee, but rather for the
environment itself.
One of these people is Rachel
Beckler, who admits she comes
here more to study than to eat
but also says that they do have
"really good food." Agreeing with
her about the food are Gunsel
Gunaydin and Nici Dogrul who
come to Cappuccino's about
twice a week for the coffee and
the sandwiches.
With its relaxed and welcomSEE

COFFEE, PAGE 12

DAVID KAUVassistant photo editor

JAVA: Cappuccino's delivers best coffee house and on-campus dining. Great food and coffee satisfy the palates
of the most discerning students.

DLv I UPr i vHIVI UOnUUvl 1*13

3*7 Q£CHNd
Departs Friday, January 11, 2002 9:00arn
Returns Sunday, January 13, 2002 5:OOpm

$25 NON-REFUNDABLE FEE
ONLY 90 SEATS AVAILABLE-SIGN UP EARLY!!
SIGN UP BEGINS OCT.22 DEADLINE NOV. 3Q
UNIVERSITY UNION INFO. DESK(THE LOGGIA)
Visitation Points

Historic King Center
APEX Museum
(African American Panoramic Experience)
High Museum of Art, Folk Art, and Photography'
Ebe.ne.zer Baptist Church
Underground Atlanta
I African American Library of History and Culturd

BERKELEY PLACE
——

For more information,please contactMelissa Shivers at 656-T625 or
..!•«•
rnshiver@clemson.edu
.
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DO YOU LIKE
GAME SHOWS?
ARE YOU A
TRIVIA BUFF?
The annual

College Bowl Tournament
is coming to Clemson!
November 5-7th so get your team togetl
Registration fee ONLY $5 PER TEAM
sign up at the Union Info Desk

Still Looking for a team???
Come to the quiz bowl
scrimmages Wednesday, Oct.
24th and 31st in the Student
Senate Chambers, 6-7:30pm to
get your team together.
PRIZES and FREE FOOD in
Edgar's after each scrimmage for
all quiz bowlers !!!

College Bowl Tournament SIGN-UP
DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 2nd - don't
delay! Get signed up for the most FUN
& PRIZES & FOOD you can get for $1 a
person!!! For more information:
http://union.clemson.edu/upac
or call the UPAC office
656-UPAC (8722)!

OUTT

OCTOBER

23,2001

PapaJohn's bakes
a college necessity
► Pizza for late night study
breaks is a college tradition.
MATT WILLIAMS

staff writer
Every student has surely
realized by now that there are
certain inevitable truths about
college life. College students
require three items to sustain
their existence: oxygen, water
(or some other choice liquid,
such as beer), and food; for
many students, "food" and
"pizza" are actually synonymous. When The Tiger asked
students to name their favorite
pizza, students overwhelmingly chose Papa John's.
What exactly makes Papa
John's pizza the best? Students
were asked this question and
replied with similar reasons,
citing the importance of cost
and speed. "They're pretty
quick, and. it's really cheap
compared to Domino's and
Pizza Hut," said Chris Taylor,
who often eats Papa John's
pizza to fill the abdominal void
students inevitably feel after
the dining halls have closed.
"On Tuesday nights they have
that $5 special. We are poor college students and we have to
figure out any possible way to
save money - and Papa John's is
cheap!". The Papa John's location here in Clemson offers a
Tuesday carryout special of one
large pizza with one topping for
$4.99.
"We always try to give out
good deals to organizations and
charities," said Julia Dudley,
Papa John's employee. In addi-

tion, Dudley cited customer service as a one of Papa John's
strongest points. "We concentrate on our customer service."
In fact, Papa John's is ranked
number one in customer satisfaction in the restaurants/fast
food category according to the
National Quality Research
Center at the University of
Michigan.
Tastiness is another important factor. "We're always striving to improve our product
quality.
We're constantly
checking the dough and proofing the dough every hour and
the spices in the sauce." In fact,
Papa John's slogan is "Better
ingredients.
Better pizza."
Dudley also noted, "We have the
cheese sticks. A lot. of people
like those - they're delicious."
Mike Stadnisky and Mike
Cassady, who have been known
to order Papa John's pizza several days in a row, agree that Papa
John's is the best. Cassady,
excitingly opening a box of
newly acquired Papa John's
pizza, said, "It gets better, slice
after slice, pizza after pizza,
night after night." Later, as
Stadnisky took a bite of a
reheated slice of his latest Papa
John's order, he noted that Papa
John's pizza "tastes good even
when recooked."
In fact,
Stadnisky and Cassady like
Papa John's pizza so much, they
have even ordered pizza for
themselves more than once in a
single night.
Papa John's has been voted
"Best of Clemson" numerous
times.

Serieys
Discounts

Etosspawthe iemm^ i^mmMm^t ffeemi im dhssptanatfe
mmmmmmm-......

Students

Earn money while building your resume...
CJET A PART-TIME JOB
IPfke^sae- visit IS<S.ik:tftBssBlais CSsfcreeaaar €2<&m&m%?i&
Website at:
fhtitp: / / < ■ctreer. c:iei-f-tst>n. cd. u

www.counciltravei.com
1-800-2COUNC1L

travel

®
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Cooper Library remains the traditional place to study
► Quiet study spaces,gmup
meeting areas, and coffee
, make the library a must.
WILL SPINK

interim assistant news editor
Where should a Clemson student go when he needs to cram
for an exam? Clemson's Best Place
, to Study this year is Cooper
Library, a six-floor building that
offers a variety of services to students.
"The library is a great place to
study because it offers different
types of atmospheres. Whether
you are studying alone, studying
with a partner, or studying in a
small group, the library gives you
the opportunity to choose the
type of atmosphere that you
think will be best for your particular assignment or exam," commented freshman Sam Taras.
This wide array of options for
how and what to study is what
many students love about the
library, and it has been providing
these things for Clemson for over
30 years.
First, over 1.5 million items,
including books, periodicals and
microfilms, are available to students visiting the library. All
kinds of literature are available
both in hard copy form and in
electronic journals.
Students can access these journals through any of the library's
myriad computers. Computers
are available on each of the six
floors, and DCIT operated labs are
located on the first and fifth
floors.
Studying at the library also
provides students the ability to
print, copy or scan whatever they
need at a moment's notice. These

services are not all free, but they
are almost always available.
Students also enjoy the library
because it enables them to avoid,
for the most part, distractions
associated with their dorm rooms
or other potentially noisy areas.
Sophomore Jeannie Hall stated, "The library is the best place
to get away from everyone and
everything - phone, roommates,
computer, the kitchen - and
there's Java City close enough so I
can have a Mocha Java Frio!"
This Java City Cyber Cafe is
also a huge draw for students.
Located on the fifth floor of the
library, the cafe offers drinks and
snacks, as well as internet and
word processing access until 9 or

10 p.m. on school nights.
Students also appreciate having nearby the assistance of
librarians and other staff members to aid them in their research
or study.
Speaking to students on the
abilities of the library staff,
Freshman Jonathan Sherrod
advised, "Don't spend 30 minutes
looking for a book when all you've
got to do is ask the kind people
behind the desks, because they
can definitely help you."
Other appealing features of
the library include quiet floors on
the bottom three levels, group
study rooms and classrooms.
Desks, tables and even empty
floor space are favorite study

places of students, who seem to
Find their own personal study
hangouts in a variety of places.
Flexible hours of 7:30 a.m. to 3
a.m. on Monday through
Thursday aid students who need

to study much of the night.
Cooper library is one of four on
campus, but it is the main library
for the University.
The library was unavailable
for comment.

&08$ at eight,

Running late.

^3

vjp

Nowhere to park. JjjfV

Ho problem. §f

*—■

Touring Sport Motorcycles
864-232-2BIYIW
www.touringsportbmw.com
1431 Laurens .^^Rd. Greenville, SC

PEACE AND QUIET: As it has been for years, on campuses worldwide, the
library remains the place of choice to study ,

The 2002 Japan Exchange and Tuning Program
Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan
Learn about Japanese culture and people
Gain international experience

Requirements
• Have an excellent command of the English language
• Obtain a bachelor's degree by June 30,2002
• Be a U.S. citizen
• Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year
Applications are now available. The deadline for applying is December 5,2001. For more information
and an application contact the Consulate General of Japan in Atlanta at 100 Colony Square Bitlg..
Suite 2000, Atlanta, GA 30361. Call (404) 892-2700 x30 or 1-800-INFO-JET or email:
jete@cgjapanatlanta.org. The application can also be found at www.embjapan.org.
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KKGnoted
for its efforts
WILL SPINK

interim assistant news editor

. kids will lOOk Up to.you, too.
Yos can teach anywhere. But in California, you can teach when the Redwoods soar along with tfte hearts and minds of the children m your classroom. Submit an application
and you may become a giant in your time, ton. If pu can meet die challenge, we're hiring now.
Visit owr website at www.etlteacb.cfm or call toIMree, l-tli-CalTescfc.
-.,■,:; ,v-:^..,.:-^.-.,--,,.-.-^, ■;.,---...,;.- ^-^■■.- V/\:V-V-^-V^.V:V.: KWW«W^ V^ :^V -^^:'-^V^^ V^:^-vV.-^i.

• Competitive starling salaries and benefits
• Smaller class sties in schools statewide
• Housing anil cost ef living incentives
• Strong community support lor teachers
• Beautiful and diverse climate mi scenery

LUlT!

L

...

.^»--.«1,rB|||

.

^a^i.j.---^-..,

i ■ ■ ■ I

Lull Coast, flight Jot.
ii*g< *'**»y»»w««tt«»

Fundraisers, philanthropy,
friendships and parties all combine in Kappa Kappa Gamma
and helped to make it this year's
Best Sorority on campus.
Many of Kappa's 172 members
are involved in a variety of athletic, social and leadership activities
outside the sorority, and this
makes a huge impact on students'
views of the sorority, according to
President Stephanie Kenning.
"The best thing about Kappa is
that it is a very diverse group, but
we all unite through Kappa sisterhood. It's one of the best decisions I've made here at Clemson,"
explained Christie Cox, Kappa's
social chairman.
Kappa's delegate to the
Panhellenic Council, Robin Budd,
added that Kappa is "probably
the most diverse sorority on campus," with girls involved in an
array of athletics, arts or just having fun.
The organization does the
bulk of its philanthropy with
multiple sclerosis throughout the
year, as MS is its national philanthropy.
In fact, they recently completed an MS Walk in which Kappa
was the top fundraiser. Kappa has
also pitched in to help raise
money for the victims of the
recent terrorist attacks by raising
money with the Red Cross.
Kenning noted that the members of Kappa have a lot of enthusiasm and enjoy being involved in
this wide range of service activities.
However, while the sorority is
active in a lot of philanthropic
events, the girls still enjoy relaxing and having a good time.
Budd, speaking of what helped
make her decision to pledge
Kappa, noted, "What stuck out to
me was that it was so laid back
and the girls had such a good
time."According to Cox, Kappa
throws five or six parties each
semester at various locations.
These typically include two date
parties, two mixers and two crush
parties.
Besides the parties, Kappa
members enjoy spending time
studying together or just hanging
out with each other.
This opportunity to make
friends is another factor that
many members say makes Kappa
such a wonderful experience.
In addition to all this, Kappa's
representative recently won Miss
First Friday in the campus-wide
competition, and Kappa ranks
third academically among panhellenic organizations.
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BESTMEXICANRESTAURANT
You can't buy friends this good.
Come join The Tiger. Call 656-2150.

LOS AMIGOS
1 3 and ov^r-

DAVID KALK/assistanr. phoio editor

rEPTTIGERSTRIPE

bv fin

g me

deposit at the

Online Card office % 1
tigerl .clemsan.edu
Tiger Pause

we are celebrating in itslltoyear

Tasty Tuesda

Wi diced

Th 1 rsty Tti ui rsday

...also check out your current balance.
view your recent transactions, suspend
your lost or stolen card, and even make
Instantaneous deposits with your Visa,
Mastercard, or Discover.

Fun Fridays
Web statements are available monthlyview your PAW Points and TtgerStripe
transaction history for the past 6 months!

Solar Saturdays

864-656-0436 - University Un

Questions? Call us at 656-0763 or
email us at Tigerl-L@clemson.edu
**The winner will have $111 deposited into their TtgerStripe
account. Please see tigerl .ciemson.edu for contest details.
■ » i ■ ■ mm*r**nri<rm^mm j ■ i > ■ ■ i
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NEW APARTMENTS
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Lightsey Ilgains approval
► University housing
options grow with newconstructionfinished ihisyear.
RENE RILEY

interim senior staff writer

Heritage at Riverwood
1 and 2 Bedroom
Equipped Kitchens and Washer/Dryers.
Pool, Tennis Court, Fitness Center.

Burton Properties
Management
CALL 654-1130,
653-7717,
or653-5506

23,2001

Where is the best place to live
on campus this year? With two
new dorms no wonder it was a tie
between the New East Campus
apartments and the New West
Campus Suites.
The New East Campus apartments are also known as Lightsey
II and are a bit roomier than their
predecessors, Lightsey Bridge.
These apartments house
approximately 360 upperclassmen. Lightsey II has four bedrooms, so each person has their
own room and two huge bathrooms are shared.
Not only is it bigger but also
prettier. Jessica Brownlee, a
sophomore in Political Science
who lived in the original
Lightsey last year is living in
New East Campus this year and
said, "They put more effort into
decorating with the colors in the
carpets and the walls." The better layout of these apartments
makes for efficiency and is less
confining even if it is a hike to
campus and back.

The New West Campus dorms
are not apartments but some
have said that it looks, "like the
Hilton" because of the hotel-like
lobby area. In fact the name has
stuck and some students are calling it this now.
These dorms are smoke-free
and house approximately 300
students. They are similar to
Holmes arid McCabe in that they
are two bedrooms with a shared
bathroom.
Unlike New East Campus, students do not have their own bedroom. They do not include a
kitchen and a living room, but
are spacious enough.
There are common areas on
each floor with large windows
and the dorm contains laundry
and kitchen.
They are also co-ed, which is
always entertaining.
These dorms are located right
across from the stadium, which
to some has its perks on game
day.
New West Campus has the
advantage of great location otherwise with its proximity to the
Union, Fike, and the post office.
Unfortunately, because of their
newness these dorms are tough
to get into and are locked with
card access quite often.
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Limited time offer. Credit approval and activation of service on 1- or 2year contract required for eligible Cingular calling plans. Promotional
phone offer requires a two-year agreement. Offer cannot be combined
with any other special offers. Offer available to both new and existing
Cingular Wireless customers. Early termination and activation fees
apply. Night hours are from 9:00 pm to 7:00 am and weekend hours are
from 9:00 pm on Friday until 7:00 am on Monday, Long distance charges
apply unless you have also chosen the long distance option. Nationwide
Long Distance applies to calls originating from your Home Calling Are3
and terminating in the U.S. Airtime charges apply. Wireless Internet
access applies to access charge only and does not include p^r minute
usage. Wireless Internet is only available in select service areas. Wireless
internet is not equivalent to landline internet. Usage and overage
charges for Wireless Internet service are billed in one-minute increments
from our voice-calling plan and charged as provided in your rate plan.
Third Party content providers may impose additional charges. Refer to
Wireless Internet brochure for additional details. Unused Rollover
package minutes expire: (IS on 12/31/04; (2! immediately upon default
or if customer changes rate plan. Rolled over minutes are not
redeemable for cash or credit and are not transferable. Minutes will not
roll over until after the first month's billing. Calls subject to taxes, long
distance, roaming, universal service fee or other charges. Package
minutes and unlimited night and weekend minutes apply to calls made
or received within local calling area. Airtime in excess of any package
minutes will be charged at a per minute rate of S. 15 to S.50, Compatible
phone and Cingular Wireless long distance are required. Airtime and
other measured usage are rounded up to the next'full minute at the end
of each call for billing purposes. Unused package minutes do not carry
forward to the next biding period and are forfeited unless Rollover was
selected. Ringtones are available only on select phones and in select
Ongular Wireless service areas. The charge for Ringtones is incurred one
time, each time you download a Ringtone. Messagino service and user
provided Internet access required for Ringtones. Optional features may
be cancelled after initial term of the service contract. Other conditions
and restrictions apply. See contract and store for details. ,
©2001 Nokia Inc. Nokia, Connecting People and the 5100 ~W -i
series phones are trademarks of Nokia Corporation and/or its «JU£
affiliates. Cingular Wireless, "What do you have to say?" and
the graphic icon are Service Marks of Cingular Wireless UC
©2001 Gngula/Wireless LLC All rights reserved.
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$500

ON NEW 2001/2002 XTERRAS,
SENTRAS & FRONTIERS'
2-Year Degree, 4-Year Degree
or Nursing SchoorDegree Eligible

$

500

COLLEGE
CONNECTION

GRAD
CASH
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Verifiable proof of current enrollment with a minimum of 6 credits/hours
working towards a degree from an accredited U.S. institution.

• Current enrollment in an accredited U.S. College or University Graduate
School.

-OR-

Verifiable proof of current employment and confirmation of income level.
Restrictions apply.

#Cash back from Nissan when you purchase or lease a new 2001/2002 Nissan Sefifra, Frontier or/
Xterra and finance it through Nissan Motor Acceptance Corporation or Nissan-infiniti LI Available only on
approved credit through NMAC. Signature Financing for Frontier and Xterra limited to college graduates.
t2001/2002 Sentra CA and Frontier Crew Cab models not eligible. Other options available. Visit CarMax
for complete details and qualifications. Offer ends soonl

• Must be a two-year or four-year graduate (AA/AS or BS/BA) from an accredited
U.S. two- or four-year college or graduate school (Masters/Doctorate) within the last
iwenty-four months or provide university confirmation of upcoming graduation within
six months from the contract date. All current Graduate Students and graduates with
Nursing degrees (LVN's; LPN's and RN's} also qualify.
• Verifiable proof of current employment and confirmation of income level.
Restrictions apply.

GREENVILLE NISSAN SUPERSTORE
v^Low, No-Haggle Pricing: tow, competitive prices
without boggling.

J| Price! Annoying haggling to get ANY price; even more hassles
for o competitive price.

^Selection: 150+ NEW NISSANS on One Convenient lot.

$ Selection* Fewer Cars, Fewer Choices.

/Commission: Sales Associates Are Paid the Same, No MoHer
Which Cor You Buy.

X Commission: The Higher the Price of the Car, the Greater the
Profit, the Higher the Commission.

/NO Tag-Team Tactics: Qnt Safes Associate from Start to
Finish, Even on Your Financing.
/Award-Winning Service after the Sale:
Maintenance performed by NISSANCertified Techniciai

X Tag-Team Tactics: Multiple Contacts, including Back-Room
Managers whom you may never see.
* Service: Quality and Availability depends on the dealer.

Cheek our IQM, No-Haggle Prices

caritiax.com
(888)571-9898
* Toll Fr«
■
Ext. 0
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DISCOVER

Hie power to innovate
If you are pursuing a degree in:

'i•
•
•
•
•
•

Electrical Engineering!
Physics
Mathematics
Computer Science
Mechanical Engineering
Aeronautics/Astronautics
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ing atmosphere, extremely good
food and coffee, and convenient
location, Cappuccino's has
become a very popular spot for
Clemson students, faculty, and
staff. It has a large variety of
foods (for any time of day) and
drinks (hot and cold) at very reasonable prices. Thanks to its
location on the second floor of
the
Hendrix
Center,
Cappuccino's also has plenty of

23,2001

available seating yet still retains
that small cafe feeling.
It also has hours that work
well with the college student's
schedule. Cappuccino's is open
from 7:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. every
Monday through Thursday, 7:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. on Friday, and 11
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. on Saturday. So
if you have not already tried
Cappuccino's come see for yourself why it was voted as the Best
On Campus Dining and Best
Coffeehouse by The Tiger readers
in 2001.

or a comparable field, our technical staffmembers welcome .
the opportunity to consider you for an on-campus interview.

For more information about our scheduled on-campus
recruiting activities, please visit our zvebsite or your
Career Services Office.

BESTCONVENIENCE

Put some power behind your ideas. At MIT Lincoln Laboratory, your research and ideas
will be transferred directly into the development of leading-edge, real-world applications,
including air defense, space surveillance, communications and air traffic control systems.
If you are looking for a way to power up your career, forward
your scannable resume by e-mail, fax or mail to: resume@ll.mit.edu;
Fax: 781-981-2011; Human Resources, MIT Lincoln Laboratory,
244 Wood St., Lexington, MA 02420-9108.
lob Code CN01.
An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/l:fD/V. US Citizenship is required.

LINCOLN LABORATORY
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

i i
COLLEGE
RECRUITMENT

www.ll.mit.edu/careers/calendar.html

DAVID MUV.iN.ii.unl photo editor

LIL CRICKET
653-5909

CALL NOW:

653-S
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Manifest provides more than just compact discs
CDs." One reason for this is most
certainly that besides being independently owned and operated,
Manifest also has the "largest,
deepest, and most diverse selection of music from independent
E.C. RENADO
staff writer
artists and labels."
That makes Manifest the perIt is not much of a surprise fect place to look for that hard to
that Manifest Discs and Tapes find record you have been searchhas been voted to win the presti- ing for. If the clerks in other
gious award for best music store music stores look at you funny
in Clemson.
»
when you ask for your favorite
Here in Clemson and through- local or independent act,
out North and South Carolina, Manifest is the place for you. This
Manifest has been serving up an special feature is one of the many
extensive selection-of all'kinds of that makes Manifest a notewormusic, both new and used. This thy and highly credible estabsmall chain of independent lishment.
record stores has seven locations
For those of you out there who
in S.C. and N.C., including are devoted to punk, hardcore, or
Columbia, Charlotte, Florence, anarchy, it may be helpful to note
Wilmington,
' Charleston, that "Manifest has the largest
Clemson and Greenville.
selection of punk in the
Manifest prides itself on being Carolinas." Many of the labels
"the Carolinas' independent they carry there are hard to find.
music store.
Independently They also have some of the best
owned and operated by music prices around on such indepenfans here in the Carolinas." This dent and rare releases.
focus on local and independent
The store here has all the new
music and leadership gives releases both independent and
Manifest a well-informed and* top 40 right in the front of the
personal touch that you can't store where they can be found
find at other chain music stores.
easily. You can also hear samples
Kelly Galin, a former employ- of these CDs at the listening staee of the Manifest in Columbia tion they provide, which are also
said that, "they have some great located up front.

► Only ajew steps from
campus, Manifest can handle all your music needs.

BESTDATESPOT

Manifest does not only carry
music; you can also get posters, tshirts, magazines and novelty

items there.
So, whether you are looking
for independent labels, top 40

names, or just good information,
Manifest Discs and Tapes is the
place for you.

IFREEUPl your wireless
Get the wireless phone, price, features
and technology you want

111 til
send Minutes
M*IW«MEH1

Domestic Long Distance
Included
No Long-Term Contract
No Credit Check
UP Minute Meter;

Every new
|j
activation includes
Mobile Messenger "
Text Messaging with no

ISITOPl Kit
• Nokia 5185ipp

additional access fee and 5c for
messages received/sent.

.*50!$IT#lCard
Nou AQQ99

Only §77

DAVID KALK/assistam photo editor

BOTANICAL GARDENS

1.800.2 JOIN IN

verizonwireless.com

yen OHwireiess
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Early Bird Class
Start Studying now
Get those extra points
Class starts in Greenville October 27
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1-80a-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
AOL keyword: Kaplan
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Professor Eddie Smith continues to be a University favorite
► Professor uses humor and
an outgoing attitude to help
students succeed.
MACKIE ALL

editor-in-chief

For years, his classes have
filled up before anyone else's.
Finding a seat in his class is
notoriously impossible. Nearly
every student at the University
has to take a speech class, and all
of them seem to want Eddie
Smith.
For the second time in three
years, Smith's students and
alumni have voted him the Best
Professor at Clemson University.
Smith never expected his first
victory; this one surprised him
even more.
"When it happened before, I
was like, holy cow, 1 can't believe
this," Smith said. "But now, I'm
just like, oh, my word. I'm very
complimented. I never imagined
it would happen once, but to

happen twice is just unbelievable. I'm speechless, and that's
not normal for me."
■ Smith's lack of words is especially unusual, since he has
helped hundreds of Clemson
students overcome a fear of public speaking in his SPCH 150 and
250 classes. Smith, who also
teaches
Introduction
to
Communications, has been at
Clemson for 10 years.
"The thing about Clemson
that's so great is the students," he
said. "I think it's the tradition
here; students feel they're part of
a heritage. These kids never let
you down. They never forget you.
I think that's the thing that
makes them so unique. They're
very trustworthy and honest."
Smith has not always been so
satisfied. After being a teaching
assistant for two years, he went
on to do public relations for a
bank. It was what he thought he
wanted to do with his life.
"I had not planned to teach,"

he said. "I had planned to go into
public relations. But I just didn't
like my job. I was dealing with
rich people who were used to
being pampered, and I just didn't
like it."
When a community college in
Georgia asked Smith to teach a
night class, Smith accepted. It
was there that he truly found his
calling.
"I felt this is what I'm missing," he recalled. "Forget the
banking business, I'm staying in
teaching. And I've been here ever
since."
Smith accepted another
teaching job at Tri-County Tech
in 1985, and he came to Clemson
in 1990.
"These are the best kids in the
world," he.said of his Clemson
students. "The students come
back and tell me [how my class
helped them]. They'll tell me
something they're doing, like
working in sales, and they'll tell
me, 'The confidence your class

gave me encouraged me to do
that.'"
That, said Smith, is exactly
what he loves so much about
teaching.
"You get to build [the students'] confidence," he said. "I
really enjoy that aspect of teaching. College kids are adults, and
they're finally getting to be who
they want to be." Smith enjoys
helping students find the confidence to be who they really are.
Smith takes his teaching cues
from people who have influenced him in the past.
"My philosophy of teaching
was shaped by one of my teachers and a lady I worked for at a
camp for underprivileged kids,"
he said. "She was so positive.
Instead of pointing out someone's mistakes, she would say,
'Let's talk about these mistakes
and see how we can fix them.'
"When I'm grading speeches,
the first thing I tell a student is,
'This is what you do really well,

and let's go from there.'"
Smith also gets inspiration
from his fellow faculty members.
"The faculty that I work with
is good," he said. "They're easy to
work with. Chip Egan, who actually hired me, is a good example.
Even when he corrects you, it's,
like he's teaching you, not reprimanding you."
Smith also learned some
important lessons from his
father.
"When I decided to be a
teacher, my dad told me that, you
have to remember what it's like;
to be a student," he said. "Then,"
my dad said, 'your students will
know that you emphathize and
they'll do anything for you.'"
Smith's ability to relate to his
students is one of the things that
makes him so popular. And
because he does remember what
it was like to be a college student,
he is able to be very fair-minded.
"It's hard for teachers to admit
SEE SMITH, PAGE 19
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Tommy Bowden wins the support of students
► In Bowden's third season,
he continues to produce positive resultsforjootball.
HOLLI ARMSTRONG

sports editor

Whether you spell it Bouden,
Boweden, Bowdon or Bodwen or
wrote it in all caps with one, two,
or three exclamation marks—it is
unanimous. The Tiger's readers
have voted Tommy Bowden as
Clemson University's favorite
head coach.
Although at this point in his
career, Bowden is quick to remind
the public that he has only been
in Tiger Town two seasons and is
not deserving of such honors,
Tiger fans are quick to remind
you that in that span the Tigers
have improved by three wins
each season with him at the
helm.

Last season following an 8-0
start the Tigers were ranked as
high as #3 in the nation. The
Tigers finished the season 9-3
with a 14th national ranking and
a Gator Bowl date. In his short
tenure, Bowden's group has set 77
school records, including 60 on
offense. The 2000 Tigers averaged
over 200 yards a game passing
and 200 yards rushing in the
same season.
At Clemson, results earn supporters.
And fans are flocking to the
stadium in droves to watch the
son of Bobby Bowden work his
magic. They dig the high-octane
offense combined with the element of surprise that Bowden
promised and delivered. Home
attendance has averaged over
78,000 a game with him at the
reins.
"I remember when we learned

that a Bowden was going to be
taking over the program, and
excitement spread all over campus," said senior Leah Winters.
"Everyone saw him as our football savior, a man that could
return us to the days when we
were nationally recognized."
No one since the legendary
Danny Ford has brought such
magnetism to Death Valley. In
1999, Bowden became the first
Clemson coach since Ford to be
named ACC Coach-of-the-Year.
But Bowden could not have done
it without an excellent coaching
staff and players who are driven
to win.
He traveled the southern circuit with assistant coaching
stints at Auburn, Duke, Alabama
and Kentucky. In 1997 he landed
a head-coaching job at Tulane.
The Green Wave went from a disappointing 4-7 season to a 7-4

mark under Bowden. Then in
1998 Tulane was a perfect 11-0.
Then Clemson called. Part of
Bowden's allure was his ability to
make visible improvements, and
make them quickly.
"Tommy seems like he was
destined to become a football
coach," Bobby Bowden said in an
interview with ESPN. "Of all our
boys, he was committed to coaching earlier than any of them."
Football is definitely in the
Bowden's blood. His father, Bobby,
is the head coach at Florida State,
also where his younger brother
Jeff is the offensive coordinator
for the Seminoles. His other
brother, Terry, coached at
Auburn, but is now a commentator of ABC College Football.
"I knew I wanted to be a coach
in the sixth or seventh grade,
because it was the-profession my
family was in," said Bowden. "A

STOP

BY FOR TASTY TREATS

lot of doctors' sons want to be
coaches and a lot of lawyers' children want to be lawyers. My family just happened to be in coaching so that was what I migrated
toward at an early age."
"I enjoy the job, and I understand it is in the public eye," said
Bowden. "But the best part of my
job would have to be the relationships I have made with the players."
Bowden enjoys living in
Clemson and likes the fact that it
is a small town. The tradition, the
history, IPTAY, the administration
and the lake were all attractive to
Bowden.
For Bowden, Clemson seems
like the perfect place to accomplish his long-term goals.
"I want to go undefeated every
year," said Bowden. "Losing. I hate
losing. I really can't stand to lose."

- 864-653-4499
REAL ITALIAN ICE * HOT DOGS * CHIPS * SOUP
ICE CREAM * SODA * CANDY * COFFEE * ETC!!!
61 College Ave. Clemson

Down from Subway and across from Manifest

TIGER ICE PLUS
(864) 653-4499
3 Hot Dogs
1 Can of Soda
1 Bag of Chips

$4.12w/tax
361 College Ave. Clemson Across from Manifest

Stop in for a T.LP. card and
FREE Samples of Italian Ice
Look for our coupons.
In upcoming campus papers.
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Recreation And-Jkmemities

Apartment fiotne JFeattcres

♦ CAT Bus Stop

♦ "WoodBurning Fireplaces

♦ Sparkling Pool

♦ NJPasher/Dryer Connections

♦ Tennis Court

♦ Ice Makers « Mini- Blinds

♦ New Putting Green
♦ New Elegant Clubhouse

♦ 24-Pir. Emergency
^Maintenance
♦ Screened. Porches/Patios

♦ ISIew WitXtttss Oencer
. ♦ Personalized Service
♦ Professionally M~anaged

♦ Spacious Flooxplans
♦

Energy Efficient

*•

Built-in Microwaves

♦ Pets Oondirional

1BR/1BA
2BR/2BA
3BR72BA.....

$475
$599
.... $795

Fax'(8^*5 <S$£~©±£<I .
Central, SC 2-9<>30 ;-

A. Corcoran Jennison Community
DAVID KALK/assistant photo editor
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Clemson Office Products
210 Victoria Square
654-6396
Hours: 9:00am to 5:00pm Mon-Fri

Ink Jet Cartridges,

Computer Supplies
SchoolSuppl
■■»■■■■■■■■■«■■■■■■•■■■■■**■■■■
Valid through September 21. Umit one per customer. Must be
presented to salesperson before purchase,

on regular

This
Coupon
Good
For

20%

priced
purchases
during one

shopping
trip!

Clemson Office Products
College Avenue | Victoria Square | Clemson
Sate Items Notlncluded
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Customer Service & Satisfaction Are Always #1
it
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405-240 COUXeE AVK.
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incorporated with the excellent advising and curriculum
that every student can benefit
from."
The faculty is also very
approachable and has a unique
relationship with its students.
This distinctive relationship
is one of the reasons that Dr.
Michael Dorseh believes students feel marketing is the top
major. "Not only do we provide
a high quality education but we
provide a caring environment
and are-available to help."
A warm environment, conceptual teaching methods, and
diverse curriculum are just a
few of the reasons that students
feel marketing is the top choice
here. No matter what the reason students choose to participate,
the
Marketing
Department provides students
with a u«ique environment
and a wonderful college experience sure to prepare them for
the future that lay ahead.

DELTA GAMMA
Congratulations to the Epsilon Kappa
chapter of Delta Gamma Fraternity
on its 20TH ANNIVERSARY
at Clemson University!

•
190,000 Members Internationally
Collegiate Chapters on 142 campuses in the United States
and Canada
Lifelong Educational, Leadership and Service Opportunities
Highly Acclaimed Scholarship and Fellowship Programs

•
Service, Sisterhood, Scholarship and Leadership

■
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it, but we're not teaching the
only class kids take, or the most
important one," Smith said. "And
you have to let kids enjoy college.
Like when they're working on
the [homecoming] floats [and
call to say they have to miss
class]. You have to allow for that.
1 think that's something they
appreciate."
When Smith went to college,
his father encouraged him to
have a fulfilling college experience, and not to spend all his
time at the library. Smith
remembers how important having a balanced college experience is.
"I tell my students, just tell me
where you are. I don't want them
to never show up and then I see
their picture on a milk carton or
something. And it works. They
tell you," Smith said. "You have to
remember that students have a
life. Their college experience
needs to be good, and that experience is more than just going to
class."
Smith works to make sure his
students stay interested when
they do have to go to class,
though. This past semester, he
asked students to do a speech
promoting Clemson.
"I told them, find out as much
as you can about what Clemson
does," he said. "I learned so much
about Clemson, and 1 was like,
where did you find this stuff?"
Smith loves hearing students'

speeches, and he said he is
always amazed by what he
learns from them.
"I get a cross section of everybody [in speech class]," he said. "I
get all majors. I cannot lose at
Trivial Pursuit, because I've
heard a speech about everything.
I'm an expert on everything, but
a master of none of it."
Smith also enjoys seeing his
students learn from their classmates' speeches.
"I tell them that they'll learn
more from each other than they
will learn from me," he said. "I
learn about stuff I never even
knew existed. The nursing
majors are the worst - hearing
their speeches is like learning
about the Disease of the Week.
I'll be sitting there thinking, oh,
no, sometimes I feel like that!"
But Smith's favorite speeches
are the ones that are personal to
the students. Hearing his students speak about things that are
close to them mean the most, he
said.
And Smith's students are anxious to please their favorite professor.
"I always have good grades
because my kids are so smart,"
Smith said. "They're so intelligent,
and
very
creative.
Sometimes I feel like I'm teaching an honors class."
And it's to these students, he
said, that he gives his greatest
thanks.
"The kids here are great. I'm so
grateful to the kids," he said. "I
have the best job in the world."
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Come

try it

College of Health Professions information sessions
• Leam about MUSC • Receive detailed admissions information
• Get acquainted with the various professions and the faculty
• Attend a program-specific breakout session for one of the following:
Physical Therapy

TD

Cardiovascular Perfusion

Occupational Therapy

Communication Sciences and Disorders

Cytotechnology
Physician Assistant

Bachelor of Health Sciences
Master in Health Administration

October 24, 2001

November 30, 2001

RSVP by 10/23/01
6:00 pin - 9:00 pm
Gazes Research Building, Room 125
Corner of Doughty and Courtenay
MUSC campus

RSVP by 11/29/01
8:30 am - 1:00 pm
Harper Student Center Auditorium
Courtenay Drive
MUSC campus

RSVP

OR

FDR

MORE

INFORMATION

CALL

(843) 792-3326

We're not like every
other high-tech company.

SANDWICHSHOP

We're hiring.
No one told you the hardest part of being an engineer would be finding
your first job. Of course, it s still possible to get the high-tech work
you want by joining the U.S. Air Force. You can leverage your degree
immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the most
sophisticated technology on earth.To find out how to get your career off
the ground, call 1 -800-423-USAF or visit our Web site at airfforce.com.
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3795 E. North St.
Greenville, SC 296 I 5
864*144,4100
50 i College Ave.
Clemson, SC 2963 *
864.653.1171
I 507 Pot rt sett Hwy,
Greenville, SC 29609
864. ITI**. 15 3 3
I 248 S. Pleasant Dr.
Greenville, SC 29605
864.977,6898

BESTOFCLEMSON2O01

OCTOBER

23, 2001

2500 Winchester
1000 N. E. Main St.
t948 E.Main St.
Spartanburg, SC 29301
SimpsbnvtUe, SC 29681
Spartanbwrg, SC 2930?
864.S74.7171
864,661.7171
864.S81.7f7f
1800 Hendersonvitle Rd. Unit
825-A. Merriman Dr.
1311 W.
Skyland, NC 28803
Ashevilie, NC 28804
Wade
Hampton
Blvd.
8i8.t74.7f7f
8 f 8.1 Si.6866
G reer.SC 29650
2902 N, Main St.
5809 Caihoun Memorial Hwy
864.876.3916
Anderson, SC 2962 I
Easley,SC 29640
864.ffS.1616
864.8S0.1 f i f
1475 Patton Ave.
I 50 First Ave. £«
Ashevilte, NC 28806
1465 US Hwy 123 W.
818,155,6666
Henderson, NC 28292
Seneca.SC 29678
818.668.15SS
864.888.1818

